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Introduction

 

This ebook is designed to provide a basic overview of tax 
issues that are important to freelancers. You’ll find a lot of 
valuable tips and information. By no means is this 
comprehensive. I could write volumes about the issues that 
affect you – and probably have. In the various chapters, you will 
find links to tools, resources and publications to help you. As a 
freelancer, it is in your best interests to work with your own tax 
professional. Trying to deal with the thousands of pages of the 
U.S. Tax Code on your own, without training, is as smart as trying 
to take out your own appendix.

 
Disclosure: Some of the links are affiliate links – as you know, those  

provide a commission. Those resources would have been included with or  

without compensation.
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Chapter 1 – Business Structure – What Should I 
Be?

 

One of the most important things to understand is that you 
are in business. Whether you think of yourself as an employee, or 
just a blogger or writer or…whatever. If you are getting paid for 
your time, services, products, creations, etc, you are in business. 

 
It’s really important to start treating your operation that way. 

Why? For many reasons. Here are the three most important 
reasons.

 
1. It protects your tax status and allows you to take the 

maximum deductions. If the IRS were to decide this was 
only a hobby, you would lose most, if not all, of your tax 
breaks.
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2. By treating your operation as a business, you think about 
it differently. You start taking it seriously, do planning and 
make higher profits than if you think of yourself as simply 
dabbling, or being an employee.

3. By understanding that you have a business – even If you 
do all your work for one company, you can re-negotiate 
your compensation, once you really understand your 
additional costs for not being their employee. 

 
The first thing you need to do to treat your business seriously 

is to do some research to determine if you need to set up an 
entity (LLC, partnership, corporation, S corporation, exempt 
organization).  It’s a good idea to work with a tax professional 
and, perhaps a tax attorney to help you make this decision. 

 
In fact, if you want your business to succeed, you would be 

wise to build an informal advisory board to help guide you, find 
you the best vendors, clients, tax breaks, and even – money. Your 
tax professional and banker should be the heart of this team.

 
Your best tax professionals for this purpose are enrolled 

agents (http://www.naea.org/), CPAs (http://cpadirectory.com/ ) and 
tax attorneys (http://www.americanbar.org/groups/taxation.html ) .

 
You may learn that, at present, your business is too small to 

need to be an entity. Knowing that is worthwhile – and will save 
you a fortune in set-up fees, annual fees, and the cost of tax 
preparation for the entity. Believe me, when you are operating a 
small business, often, you’re better off with just your own sole 
proprietorship and business liability insurance.
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Once you’ve made your entity decision, open a bank account 
specifically for the business – and don’t co-mingle funds with 
your personal account. Opening a separate bank account is one 
of THE most overlooked steps by new business-owners.

 
It would also be a good idea to set up a separate credit card 

for the business. If you cannot do that, take one of your personal 
cards and use it only for business.

 

TaxMama Tip: You cannot deduct the interest on your 
personal credit cards. So, if you must run a balance on your 
cards, run them on the business cards – pay your personal cards 
in full. Business interest is deductible. But don’t go overboard 
on the balance due. Don’t get into debt you cannot manage.

 

TaxMama Tip: If possible run all your business purchases 
through a credit card that offers rewards or rebates that you 
like. One couple who owned a retirement hotel ran all the food 
and supplies costs through their cards and were able to travel 
worldwide, first class, for free. However, ONLY do this if you are 
able to pay the purchases in full each month – or nearly in full. 
Do not do this if you cannot afford the purchases and find 
yourself running up large credit card debts.
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Questions and answers in this section include:
 
 
1. First off – how not to do it! 
2. Sole Proprietor and when to use EIN or SS# 
3. Jack of All Trades – what to be? 
4. To be an LLC or not to be an LLC
5. From Independent Contractor to Employee
 
 
 

1/ First off – how not to do it! 

I co-own a LLC graphics & web design firm and we've set  
aside 15%/person from our business' income for 2012 for taxes.  
We have records of all invoices paid to & from us. Do we subtract  
our business-paid expenses before we take out for our individual  
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taxes? Knowing we get taxed individually, can I still make 
freelance-type deductions (home office, utilities, phone, etc.) Are 
there any other special limitations, benefits or information we 
need to take into consideration before filing?

Team TaxMama answers:

It's clear that you're making an effort to be responsible by setting 
aside money for taxes. But...you've left out so much that you 
should have done last year. If you had taken the time to sit down 
with a tax professional when you started the business, you would 
have done the following:

You would have determined how your LLC would be handling 
tax reporting. LLCs can file taxes as individuals, partnerships, S 
corps or C corps. So just saying you're an LLC tells me nothing in 
terms of how to guide you. The entity decision is critical.

Once you know how you're handling the tax reporting, you 
would have needed to do two things:

• Set up a bank account for the correct entity type.
• Set up a bookkeeping system for the type of entity you 

will be using to report your business activity for tax 
purposes.

Dealing with this and discussing these issues with a tax 
professional would have answered your questions about how to 
handle deduction. It's not too late.

And I URGE you to meet with a tax pro THIS WEEK, if possible. If 
you need to set up a payroll quickly to cover your business for 
last year, you still have time to prepare and file the December 
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payroll report by January 31st.

Have you held back enough money to cover all your members' 
taxes?  I don't know.  For 2012, just the self-employment taxes 
alone are 15.3% of the profits - plus the IRS and state taxes.

You might not have reserved enough money to cover everyone's 
tax obligations.  Personally, I would have set up a structure that 
either allows you each to be on payroll, or at least withholds the 
tax money and sends in deposits every month, so you stay out of 
trouble.  

Please, read Small Business Taxes Made Easy immediately. 
The first three chapters are critical to help you organize your 
business and structure.  You can zip through them quickly at first 
pass.  Then go them through them slowly, with your tax pro and 
take all the steps on the TO DO LISTs that apply to you.

Please.

It sounds like your business is starting to do well.  I want your 
business to succeed all the way - and not get into trouble 
because of administrative nonsense.
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2/ Sole Proprietor and when to use EIN or SS#

 

I am a sole proprietor doing freelance Web Design. I obtained 
an EIN for future use in the event my business grows. I have no 
employees and pay no Excise Tax. When I file my Federal Taxes -  
do I use my SS# or do I file using my EIN???

 

Team TaxMama answers:

 
You have that EIN? USE IT!  
 
When you get paid by clients, do you really want to be giving 

them your SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER? 
 
Talk about leaving yourself open to identity theft. Give out 

that SSN as rarely as possible.
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You're in business. Use the EIN for everything - all your 1099s, 
etc. And definitely, on your Schedule C when you file your tax 
return. Not only does it provide you will certain protections, 
using the EIN shows the IRS you're serious about running a 
business.

If you give out the EIN to vendors for the 1099-MISC, then 
the IRS will be looking for that same EIN on the tax return. 
Someone who is self-employed would report that income on the 
Schedule C WITH the same EIN. 

 
 

3/ Jack of All Trades – what to be?

 Let's say you have a few different sources of earned 
income- freelance magazine writing, you DJ weddings  
occasionally, sell crafts on Etsy, give private lessons in a foreign 
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language and do interpreting. To itemize your deductions, are 
each of these listed separately by business or do they get thrown 
in together? Is it ultimately just easier to call your business " XX'  
Creative Services" or something similar? I wonder what's the best  
way to handle this kind self-employment.

Team TaxMama answers:

 
I tend to lump them together if they are at all similar. Makes 

it so much easier for mileage, and other expense deductions (I 
know you didn't mean "itemize"), etc but I wonder what other 
people say. I have a lot of clients who are low income and patch 
together a living so this is very common in my practice.

 

Team TaxMama Answers:

 
Give your company a broad name with the "Creative" in there 

to cover a variety of sins. Select an NAICS* code number that will 
aggregate lots of creative or consulting type activities and 
combine them all.  Sooner or later, you're going to learn which of 
those things are the really profitable businesses and you'll drop 
some of the others anyway. And Marilyn is right - it's easier to 
track mileage as if it's all one business.
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*NAICS code - North American Industry Classification System - 
That’s the code number that goes on the Schedule C or other 
business return that identifies your business category. Since the 
same codes are used for all business entities, you can use the 
listing of the codes in the Schedule C instructions.

4/ To be an LLC or not to be an LLC – that is the 
question!

 
 

Today TaxMama hears from Roy in Virginia, who wants to 
know. “Is there any advantage to form an LLC for my speaking 
and consulting. I am an employed physician and heard there may 
be a tax advantage of forming an LLC.”
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Team TaxMama answers:

 
As a physician, you probably carry malpractice insurance – or 

your employer does – to cover your medical work.  Will that also 
cover your freelance speaking? Probably not.

 
The main advantage of an LLC – a Limited Liability Company – 

is to restrict your financial exposure to the assets of your LLC. 
LLCs are designed to protect your personal assets from 
attachment for anything your business may have done.

 
That’s the general wisdom.
 
What they don’t tell you is – when the liability, or lawsuit, 

results from your personal actions or speeches, folks can sue you 
personally, as well as your company. So, that doesn’t really offer 
much protection, does it?

 
Of course, from a business perspective, setting up any entity 

to separate your business from your personal activities makes a 
great deal of sense – if this is going to be a full-blown business, 
not just the odd speech here and there.

 
If you’re not going to focus on building a business as a paid 

speaker, perhaps it’s easier to just receive the occasional income 
personally and report it on a Schedule C.

 
If you are planning on building a business, sit down with your 

tax professional and work out the tax advantages of the various 
entities open to you. Setting up an LLC may be a start. Then, you 
have to decide whether that LLC should be reported as a 
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Schedule C business, a partnership, a corporation or an S corp.
 
Consider reading Chapter 3 of Small Business Taxes Made 

Easy before meeting with your tax pro to learn the pros and cons 
of each entity for your lifestyle and long-term plans.

 
 

5/ From Independent Contractor to Employee 

 

Today TaxMama hears from Dianne in California with this  
question. “I am a contracted bookkeeper for a non-profit group in 
CA. One of my contractors has accepted employment with the 
same organization in a position that is typically paid through 
payroll, but wants to continue to be paid using the 1099 method.  
Is this going to cause a problem for the employer? It is already 
causing problems among the employees.” 
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Team TaxMama answers:

 
How charming of this fellow to think it’s his option! It’s not. 

This is a job – not a freelance contract. He’s on payroll. Period.  If 
he wants to work badly enough, he’ll accept the position on 
those terms.

 
Your organization may want to be soft-hearted and give in to 

him. What will happen?
 
When and if he gets laid off, or gets ill or disabled, he will file 

a claim with California’s EDD. He will say he was an employee. 
EDD will review the case. They will agree. They will access back 
taxes, penalties and interest. They will assess those charges all 
the way back to the day he was employed.

 
And this will happen. It always happens. Really it does. He’s 

an employee. If he balks, cheerfully remind him how many other 
people are unemployed and just waiting for a shot at that 
position.

 
After all, he already knows he’s disrupting the workplace and 

it doesn’t bother him. What does that say about him? 
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Chapter 2 – Freelancing as a Second Job
 

More and more people are finding that they can earn extra 
income by offering their skills and talents outside their current 
employer.  To start off with it is unlikely that you’ll be able to quit 
your day job but who knows – you may find that not only are you 
good at it but you love the lifestyle too.

 
The most important bit of generating extra income is to 

ensure you don’t fall into a tax hole.  How do you manage the 
income – no matter how small it is?

 
TaxMama Tip: For small freelance income like this you can 

use FreshBooks to manage your accounts, track your costs, do 
your billing and collect your fees quickly.  

 
Questions and answers in this section include:
 
1. Do I need to report my extra $400 a month from 

freelancing? 
2. Payment for Secret Shopping as an independent 
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contractor 
3. Self-employment 1099 filing nightmare 
4. Business Income vs. Other Income 
5. W-2s, self-employment taxes, book royalties - very 

confused 
6. When to start reporting income on a burgeoning writing 

career? 
7. Additional consulting work – EIN or SSN?

1/ Do I report my extra $400 a month from freelancing?

 Today TaxMama® hears from Cristie in the TaxQuips Forum 
with a quick question. “I just wanted to know if my husband 
needs to report the money he makes from an Internet job which 
pays $400.00 a month? This is on top of his regular job in which  
taxes are taken out from every paycheck.”
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Team TaxMama answers:

 
Dear Christie,  You’re joking, right?  Of course your husband 

has to pay taxes on his second job, … or third job, or freelance 
business, or anything he earns. Or you earn.  You already know 
that, right?  Thanks for making me smile.

 
Incidentally, if he isn’t having taxes taken out – then this isn’t 

a job. Then, he’s in business. And he not only has income taxes to 
pay – but self-employment taxes, as well. In that case, he may 
need to learn more about his obligations – and the potential tax 
benefits he can use.  See IRS Publication 334 or my book.

 
And remember, you can find answers to all kinds of questions 

about paying taxes, and other tax issues, free. Where? Where 
else? At www.TaxMama.com.

2/ Payment for Secret Shopping as an independent 
contractor
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 I do work for multiple secret shopping firms and am 
classified by them as an Independent Contractor. My payments  
are reported under an EIN I had to get. At the end of the year I  
should get a 1099 from them. My questions are:

Will this count as personal or business income?
If I go to an assignment the same day I do my normal job am 

I able to deduct the mileage between my job and the assignment 
and the assignment to the home subtracting the distance from 
my job to my home? If I am required to make a purchase which I  
am then reimbursed for, does the purchase become a business  
expense? If I am required to make a purchase which I am then 
reimbursed for, does the reimbursement count as income?

Team TaxMama answers:

 
This is business income - report it on Schedule C.  Yes, you 

may deduct the mileage from your job to the secret shopper 
assignment and home.  Yes, the reimbursed purchase would be a 
business expense. You can either pick it up as Cost of Goods sold, 
or on page 2, on the blank lines, enter this description - 
Reimbursed Client Expenses.

 
Yes. ALWAYS report all reimbursements as income when you 

do freelance work. You will deposit those funds into your bank 
account. If you're ever audited, IRS will look at the TOTAL 
deposits. Besides, your 1099-MISC will probably include the 
reimbursements. 

Make sure to check if it does. You don't want to add that 
income in twice. 
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3/ Self-employment 1099 filing nightmare

 My Son who has one child lives on his own and files head of  
household, claims the Child Credit , and EIC. His past filing has  
been pretty simple. He did not have any W2's or 1099's. His  
income has usually been below $5,000 and was spot labor for  
lots of different people.

He just put his earnings in where the W2 spot was and explained 
he worked for cash doing spot labor.

This year he worked enough for one person, they sent him a 
1099. He does not have a business or business expenses. He just  
does spot labor. This year is a nightmare. According to all I can 
find out, he has to file 1040 plus form "SE", form "C" , can not  
take the child credit, and can not claim EIC, like in the past  
because they do not consider money made by self-employment  
"WAGES"!
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He made $5750. But no taxes were taken out. There is no code 
for spot labor, that I can find -only codes for regular jobs. Why is  
being self-employed not considered making wages? It was wages 
(money) to him -not profit from a "business" - just spot labor.  
How do I help him file? Is there anything I am missing? Are there 
no breaks for someone who is trying to make a living, working on 
their own, but does not have a business or business expenses?

 

Team TaxMama answers:

 
I don't know what 'spot wages' means. That must be a local 

term. It's not one I have ever heard. But if his earnings come 
without a W-2, he is self-employed. Period. 

 
There's no doubt about this. Self-employed (SE) earnings do 

not belong on the W-2 line - and never did.

You're right. I have seen a lot of people try to report them on line 
7 - and face unhappy surprises when IRS sends them the bill for 
the unreported self-employment income and related self-
employment (SE) taxes.

SE income is always required to be reported on Schedule C, along 
with the SE form you referenced, which computes the Social 
Security and Medicare taxes on his profits.

And yes, your son IS in business for himself. He's 
doing freelance work. He probably has deductions, like mileage, 
tools and/or supplies, and telephone costs. So be sure he uses 
them. If he's really an employee, those people should be putting 
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him on their payroll. And there IS a way to be treated as an 
employee.

But it's complicated, and involves ratting out the people he works 
for. So if he ever wants to work for them again, he needs to think 
about this option carefully. If he wants to do this, read the 
discussion here - it has links to the forms you need.

(Note: I would generally fight tooth and nail to protect a worker 
who works regularly for a company and should be treated as an 
employee. But I don't really get the impression that your son is 
there long enough for that to be the case - except with the one 
employer who issued the 1099. )

I also don't know what software you're using that doesn't 
recognize self-employed earnings towards the EIC. Of course 
business profits are taken into account for the earned income 
credit. 

However, it's possible that the software is not showing a refund, 
because the Earned Income Credit is being applied against the 
self-employment taxes. Your son's earnings should also qualify 
for the child tax credit. So, perhaps you/he want to look more 
closely at the tax return the software has created. Perhaps all 
those credits ARE there. If they are not, contact the software's 
tech support service and go over the entries with them.

 
But let me just point out one thing. If your son is actually fully 

supporting himself and one child, there is no way he is living on 
$5,000. It’s simply impossible. Expect him to be audited – soon. 
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First Follow up question:
 
I am doing the taxes (for my son) myself with the forms 

printed off the computer from the IRS site. I have printed the 
worksheets for EIC and child tax credit, used the printed 
worksheets, I have done them over and over, but keep telling me 
STOP you can not use this credit. Maybe I am not filling out the 
1040, or schedule c, or SE forms out right. It keeps saying WAGES 
earned, but the 1099 earnings are not considered "wages,” just  
profit. According to all I can find out. Is there anywhere I can read 
about this? I have checked in Tax Information for Individuals  
(publication 17) and can not find out much on the subject of  
1099's and this matter. The worksheets for these deductions are  
very confusing 

 

Team TaxMama answers:

I feel your frustration. Stop trying to use the forms on the IRS 
website. Someone who doesn't know how to use the forms 
should not be using THOSE forms. Spend 20 bucks or so and use 
TurboTax. They will pull the information into the right places 
from your entries. I have absolutely NO idea what you're entering 
on the forms, or how. But Schedule C profits are EARNED 
INCOME. And the EIC is based on income from all sources of 
earned income - wages, schedule C profits, etc. Is it possible that 
you are not showing any profits on his Schedule C? 

It's not 1099s you need to learn about it, it's the Schedule C and 
business income. Read IRS     Publication 334   to learn how to report 
business income. If you cannot figure this out right now, and 
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don't want to use tax software, Put the tax return on extension 
(for IRS AND the state) and take it to a tax pro. Clearly, you're 
doing something very wrong. Maybe someone can look at what 
you're doing and show you how to do it correctly. For THIS year, 
perhaps by seeing what the tax professional does, you'll know 
how to do it yourself next year.

Second Follow up question:
 
Thanks so much for your patience with me. I am going to ask  

my Tax Person to see if they can tell me what I am doing wrong. I  
will have them do my son’s, and as you suggested, them maybe 
next year I will be better prepared.

As for the spot labor...last year he worked for cash only nothing 
over $200 from one person. We did put it in the wages space on 
1040A. They called us about it, and we explained. Now they may 
have refigured it themselves, using different forms, they did not  
say, but he got about $1,800 back with his credits.

Team TaxMama answers:

 
See if you can have your tax person put everything on 

extension. Then, after April 17th sit down with her. Have her 
explain to you what she is doing and why the EIC works or why it 
does not. I'd really like for you to see the explanation. You should 
get the solution to the mystery. You're curious and you're 
stubborn.
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 4/ Business Income vs. Other Income 

My husband and I have an LLC in the state of Washington.  
The LLC business is video/filmmaking/music. We didn't do much 
business in the past year. I started doing some office work at my 
church to make a little extra money on a "freelance" basis (but  
NOT as part of the LLC business). The church gives people who 
work for them 1099's if they make over $600/yr., which I did not.  
For the past year it was less than $200. I don't know how much it  
will be in the future but probably $100/mo. or less.

When I went to file state business taxes, I asked about the church 
gig. One person told me I had to declare this on state business  
taxes and include it with the LLC income, even though it's not  
part of that business. Another person told me to absolutely NOT 
file it with the LLC income since it's not part of the business -- and 
that since I'm not making more than $12K a year I shouldn't  
worry about it at all. You don't need to get a business license in 
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WA if you're making less than $12 K a year and don't have to  
collect sales tax.

These people have me thoroughly confused, though my instincts  
say the second person is right. I don't think I should be declaring 
income for the business that isn't part of the business. Especially  
since, as my CPA told me, it would then carry over onto our  
Federal LLC return. (She seemed rather neutral on the subject  
however.) However, I do plan to declare the income on my federal  
tax return, of course. The CPA said we could also put it down as  
misc. income.

What is the thing to do with this type of income? 

Team TaxMama answers:

 
Your CPA is right. She usually is, from what you tell me. Yes, 

report the $200 as Other income. It's too low to be subject to 
FICA/Medi taxes. And it's not part of the LLC income.

Incidentally, there's something about churches and wages from 
churches that you might find interesting. Since you got at 1099, it 
doesn't apply to you. But when it comes to wages from churches 
for $108.28 or more, you would have to pay SE taxes on that level 
of earnings, in certain cases.
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5/ W-2s, self-employment taxes, book royalties -  
confused!

 
 Hello, I am preparing my wife’s and my tax return (married 

filing jointly) and had a few questions about SE taxes and how to  
report book earnings/royalties. My wife works part-time at a  
university and received a W-2. She has a side business where she 
conducts workshops and has authored a book where she has  
received earnings. What form does she use to report her  
earnings, Sch C, or E? All her other earnings from workshops and 
speaking engagements have gone on Sch C, along with all her  
expenses (office supplies, travel, etc.) 

She pays CA state sales tax on each book she sells already. She 
sells books both in person, and receives checks from her publisher 
through online sales. (We're talking $100 a month, not huge 
money).

Is she considered self-employed and have to report SE taxes?
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And is there a difference between book earnings and book 
royalties?

Team TaxMama answers:

 
The nice thing about book royalties is, they are reported to 

your wife on a Form 1099-MISC, in the Royalties box. So you 
enter her royalties on Schedule E, page 1, line 4.

Unless she had direct costs to actively generate those royalties, 
or to write a new edition of the book, she probably won't have 
any expenses there. Schedule E income is not subject to self-
employment taxes.

Then she has her books sales, workshops and freelance income, 
etc. Those DO go on Schedule C. The state will be looking for 
income to match the sales tax returns she filed. Their computer 
will look to Schedule C for the number. Schedule C is where you 
will report the costs, to reduce that income. This income IS 
subject to SE tax. This is also where you report the Office in 
Home expenses. Your goal here is to reduce Schedule C profits as 
much as legally possible, since your wife is already paying into 
her SS account from her job.

 
Just a note about those sales taxes she’s paying on her books. 

If she is selling her books for more than she paid to buy them, 
she needs to collect sales taxes from the buyers. Or, in the 
alternative, she can include the sales tax in the book’s price. BUT, 
she does need to get a sales tax permit and report her book sales 
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and pay the sales taxes on the sales. She can reduce her payment 
by the amount of sales taxes she paid when she bought her 
books. 

Follow up Question
 
Thanks so much for your lightning quick reply. Since we just  

received her first royalty check from the publisher in Feb, and no 
1099-MISC forms, I am assuming this won't be an issue until next  
year's tax return.

A final question if I may- in 2008 she reported a loss of about  
$200. Her business started in November 2008. In 2009 we 
reported a loss of about $4,000. We are expecting a loss this year  
as well, lots of book expenses. Will this alert the IRS to a potential  
audit if we have three consecutive losses? Even though 2008 was  
tiny? Should we turn a profit this year to ensure we don't raise 
any red flags?

Team TaxMama answers:

You may not have a loss. If your wife bought a lot of books, she 
may have an inventory. That would reduce your loss this year and 
move it into next year, when she sells the books.  See the line for 
Ending Inventory on page 2 of Schedule C. 

 
Yes, three years of consecutive losses could put her into the 

hobby loss scrutiny.

However, since the loss for the first year is minor, that should not 
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be a problem. The second year starts to be an issue. I would 
probably try to keep this year's losses as low as possible by not 
writing off the costs of computers and equipment all at one time. 
Take straight-line depreciation to move more of the deduction 
into years with profits.

 

6/ When to report income on a burgeoning writing 
career?

 

Today TaxMama hears from a writer who says, “Last year I  
published two articles for a magazine and have been trying to  
build a career as a freelance writer. My earnings totaled $970 
from freelance writing last year. Should I file? Do I write off the 
home office already set up because my husband set it up years  
ago—because I’ve been using it to do writing and research? ”
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Team TaxMama answers:

 
Oh yes, you should report the income – and the related 

expenses. Use Schedule C and several other forms to take 
advantage of auto expenses and office in home.

 
Your office in home is an interesting situation. You say your 

husband has already set it up. Is he still using the office? Or did 
you take it over and claim it as your own? Well, if he’s still using 
it, you can’t both deduct the same space. However, you may 
each deduct half of it. Chapter 7 of Small Business Taxes Made 
Easy  will give you specific guidelines on how to find more areas 
of the home that you’re each using, so you can get the largest 
possible home-office deduction. It even includes worksheets you 
can photocopy, fill out and attach to your tax return each year – 
or keep in each year’s tax file, in case you’re ever audited.

 
As I like to tell new business moms, if this is your first year in 

business, invest a few dollars to meet with a good, local tax 
professional. Find one who understands the unique tax 
circumstances relating to writers. You can find such a person by 
talking to local writers. No doubt, there are writers groups or 
journalist associations in your area or online.

 
And, oh yes, put your tax return on extension so you don’t 

have to rush to file. Take your time to understand how it all 
works, and get your tax returns done properly.
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7/ Additional consulting work – EIN or SSN?

 

Today TaxMama hears from Melissa in the Tax Parlor, who 
tells us , “Hello! I am a real estate agent (independent  
contractor) and I was just offered a very part time consulting 
position for a local non-profit neighborhood organization. I will  
be researching the neighborhood real estate market and 
reporting back to the non-profit. This is a temporary, six month 
position and I will be making less than $2,000 when all is said  
and done.

 
What are my tax implications? Do I need to get an EIN # or  

can I just use my SSN? I accepted because I want to help but will I  
be taxed to death (since I already am)!” 
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Team TaxMama answers:

 
Oh no! You’re being taxed to death!!!
 
Do you know what that means?

It means two things:
 
1. You’re making a LOT of money.
2. You’re not meeting with a tax pro to do some tax planning 

– or your taxes would be much lower.
 
So, please, do meet with someone. I know that with just a 

little bit of effort, you could probably cut your taxes by about a 
third.

 
Back to your question – no, you don’t need a new taxpayer ID 

number. You can definitely have them pay you under your Social 
Security number. Just add the income to your real estate income. 
You’re doing similar work – researching your own community’s 
market, and getting paid for it, for a change.
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Chapter 3 - Taxes and Deductions
 

 OK – so now we know what we are and whether we need to 
pay taxes – it’s time to look at how to pay them and what kind of 
taxes you’re going to encounter.  

The big daddy that seems to trip a lot of people up is the Self 
Employment Tax – what is it, how much is it, what is it applied 
to?  

 
Next comes the whole idea of quarterly taxes – how do I 

know what to pay – when should I pay them – what’s the point?
 
Finally we have the deductions – we like deductions – what 

can I safely claim, etc.?
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Questions and answers in this section:
 
1. Do I have to pay Self-Employment Taxes? 
2. First Year Freelancing 
3. Confused about $150 
4. Estimated Quarterly Tax Question 
5. Unemployment and Freelance on taxes 
6. Sharing a Home office 
7. Deductions on a nascent acting career? 
 
 
 

1/ Do I have to pay Self-Employment Taxes?

As a secret shopper I generally don't get 1099's because I've  
never gone over $600 in a year from any one secret shopping 
company but this year may be “different.” Someone told me that  
because I'm an Independent Contractor that I need to be paying 
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into Social Security and Employment taxes on what I receive from 
the shopping companies. If that’s true then I'm going to stop 
because the quarterly filings will not be worth it. 

Team TaxMama answers:

Why give up something you love to do just because of taxes? Yes, 
there are self-employment taxes due - on your profits.  Once you 
enter all your income on Schedule C, and deduct all your out-of-
pocket expenses, and your mileage, you won't have a lot of 
profit. And if your overall profit for the year is less than $400, you 
won't have SE taxes at all. And no, you don't need to make 
quarterly estimated tax payments. If you do project that you will 
have profits, just raise your withholding a touch at work. Or if the 
balance due on this income will be relatively small (under $1,000 
for the year), you can just pay the money in April.

 

2/ First Year Freelancing
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I've started working freelance for a wedding video dude as a 
part time thing while I go back to school. I know that you're  
supposed to pay quarterly estimated taxes but I missed the first  
one and I'm not quite sure what I'm even supposed to pay.

- On the IRS's website it says you're supposed to estimate your  
tax based on what you earned last year. I'm not making nearly as  
much doing this as I was when I was earning wages, for quarter 1  
I made less than $600. If I used last year's earnings to estimate 
my tax I'd probably have to pay the entire $600.

- I'm gonna be lucky if I break $10k this year, with business  
expenses and other deductions I'm not sure if I'm going to owe 
anything at all.

- The dude that I'm working for just cuts me a check every time 
but hasn't given me any tax forms at all. Does this complicate  
things at all?

So what I want to know is should I bother trying to make the 
estimated quarterly payments? Or should I just wait until the end 
of the year? 

Team TaxMama answers:

When you are working ‘freelance’  without being on payroll, you 
are in business for yourself.  Granted, I suspect that unless you 
have some unique skill, you are probably nothing more than an 
employee. However, if you want to continue to working for this 
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'dude', this IS your arrangement.

So...if you're in business, it's time you learned the realities of 
BEING IN BUSINESS. The question you're asking about estimated 
taxes is a good question. But you need to know a LOT more than 
that.

Read Chapter 1 of the Instructions to page 4 of the Form 2210.

This is the annualized method for estimated payments, based on 
your profits each quarter.  Consider preparing this for the first 
quarter, just so you have a record in your file that you didn't need 
to make the first payment.

One thing you need to be very aware of is - you said that you 
don't think you'll have any taxable income when you're done.  
You're wrong.

This project may not generate TAXABLE INCOME by the end of 
the year, after you take into account your personal exemption 
and standard or itemized deduction. However, you WILL have 
SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME.

You will be paying 15.3% taxes on that profit, if it's over $400. So 
be sure to plan for that!
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3/ Confused about $150

I recently did a graphic design service for a client referred to  
me by a friend. I am not a freelance graphic designer, and I don't  
want to be. I don't have a business or a legal business name. I  
more or less did it as a favor for my friend who doesn't have the  
proper software.

My question is: do I need to claim the $150 I made and what  
paperwork do I need to file? I did do an invoice for my services  
listing the price and my rate. I'm new to this and I'm afraid of  
doing something wrong when it comes to taxes and getting in 
trouble.

Team TaxMama answers:

It's always nice to earn a few extra dollars, if you don't have to 
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deal with lots of excess paperwork. Good news. You don't need 
to do anything complicated.

Since the threshold for paying self-employment taxes starts at 
$400, you don't need to worry about extra taxes. You may chose 
to report the income one of two ways:

1) Just report the $150 on Line 22 of your Form 1040.

That's it.

2) If you have expenses related to the work you did, you may  use 
Schedule C EZ to report the $150 and deduct the related 
expenses.

 
 

4/ Estimated Quarterly Tax Question
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I am a U.S. citizen and I started consulting for a United 
Nations-based organization on Jan. 1, 2013 and I will finish my 
assignment on Mar. 31, 2013. Employees and consultants are all  
required to file estimated quarterly taxes as no tax is deducted.  
This is my first time doing this so I have a few questions. 

 
As I am expecting to be unemployed as of April 1 and will be 

seeking a new job, I am unsure how to estimate my income for  
2013. Is it best to base it on my 2012 income (which is likely to be 
much different); base it on projected 2013 income and assume 
that the next 3 quarters of this year will be the same as the first  
(again, not likely), or use some other method? Also, I live in NYC 
and I was wondering if there are additional forms that I need for  
state/local estimated quarterly taxes other than Form 1040-ES.  
Any advice would be appreciated. Thank you.

 

Team TaxMama answers:

How likely is it that you will be working throughout the year? If it 
is likely, that like many of my freelance clients, you will go from 
one project to another, file your estimated taxes based on 100% 
of last year's income.

If you expect your taxes to be lower this year, file your estimated 
taxes based on a projection of this year's income.  What you can 
do is this. Each quarter, before paying your estimated taxes, 
compute your projected taxes based on your net earnings for 
that quarter. Print out your computations for your records. The 
IRS version of quarters ends on the following dates:
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March 30th, May 30, August 30th, December 31st

This corresponds with the annualized method of paying your 
taxes.  In addition to the income taxes you project, remember to 
include an additional 15.3% of your profits for self-employment 
taxes.  You are paying your share AND your employers, in this 
kind of situation.

Look at the instructions to Form 1040-ES

Better yet, read the instructions to Form 2210, page 3

As to NY, you will find estimated tax forms here:

Use one of the handy tax estimators available to you.

http://turbotax.intuit.com/tax-tools/
http://www.hrblock.com/free-tax-tips-calculators/index.html

First Follow up question:
 
Thank you for your reply, Eva. I'm not sure how quickly I will  

get another project. It's hard to say at this point. In 2012, I  
worked the entire year with a different employer at a lower rate 
and I just filed my taxes a couple of weeks ago for that. My rate  
for the first 3 months of 2012 was at a significantly higher rate,  
but there's no guarantee of what is to come. If I estimate all of  
2013 based on these first 3 months, I fear I might be significantly  
over-estimating. If I base it on 2012, I might be under-estimating.  
Do you think an over-estimation or under-estimation is the safer  
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way to go? Obviously I want to make sure I avoid any penalties,  
but I also don't want to significantly over-pay. Of course, I  
suppose I can amend my estimate for my June payment if  
necessary.

 

Team TaxMama answers:

 
Yes, you can re-compute as the year progresses for 90% of 

2013 tax liability. Or, Eva's method of earnings at the above dates 
works great for your situation. 

That said, one safe harbor to avoid penalties is to base your 
estimates on 100% of last year's tax liability (110% for AGI 
greater than $150,000). That's a great method for someone with 
a fairly stable income.

As far as which is safer, over- or under-estimating, part of that 
answer is your own preference to write a check next year or to 
let Uncle Sam use your money without paying you any interest if 
you're due a refund. But, over-estimating is "safer" in that under-
estimating can incur interest and penalties. But, you would pay 
interest or other charges for any use of funds that aren't yours 
(think credit cards, for instance). 

It's really your personal choice which method you think fits your 
situation best. But, you know your income through March 2013. 
You can use Eva's earnings-based method for your 15 April ES 
payment. Then re-examine your situation at the beginning of 
June.
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5/ Unemployment and Freelance on taxes

 
This past year I was laid off my job and received 

unemployment. During that time I did some freelance work. I did  
claim all of the money I made with freelancing through my 
unemployment so did not receive benefits when I was 
working freelance. The question though, is what I can deduct on 
my taxes related to my business? I do have a separate area in my 
home set up strictly for my freelancing. But can I only deduct that  
area of my house during those weeks that I was freelancing? I  
have overlap with getting unemployment benefits and starting  
my freelance business and not sure how that will show up on my 
taxes? The unemployment office did know of my self-
employment, but just wanted to make sure it will not look like I  
was double dipping on my taxes when I file my self-employment  
taxes and my unemployment. 

Team TaxMama answers:

 
The IRS computer will not think twice about your getting 
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unemployment and having a business in the same year.  Lots of 
people do that. Though you are one of the rare folks who also tell 
the unemployment office while you're doing it.  The main 
question is about your office in home.

Figure out how many months you freelanced from home - or 
looked for freelance work.  Use the business area of your home x 
the number of months.  By months, I mean, you freelanced for a 
week here, three weeks there, etc.  How many weeks did that 
add up to - divide by 4.25 weeks to get the number of months.  
Read the instructions on http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-
access/f8879_accessible.pdf for guidance.

 

6/ Sharing a Home office
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My husband and I both work out of the home and share the 
same home office. I teach violin there during the day. And he 
works on freelance web design in the evenings. My question is:  
can we each claim our home office as a deduction or can only  
one of us claim it?

Team TaxMama answers:

You only have one area. You will only get one deduction for that 
area. To make life simple only claim it on one of the Schedule C's. 
Use the one with the higher income. Then stick with that one for 
the next couple of years.

 
A couple of years ago, I went through an audit where we had 

three businesses running out of the same room. Hers/His/His. 
Believe it or not, they had each area segregated, with photos 
taken of each business’ area (one was mostly*a storage and 
display area). It was audited. We fought with IRS over the three 
spaces. Ultimately, we won. But no one should have to go 
through that. Make your life simple. Pick one.
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7/ Deductions on a nascent acting career?

 

Today Mary tells us that she just moved to New York to 
pursue an acting career. Mary says, “I currently work as a 
secretary, but I plan to take auditions and classes in my days off 
and evenings. I would like to deduct my classes and other such 
expenses as business expenses related to my acting career. 
However, most of my income currently comes from my secretary 
job. Is it OK to deduct expenses for a second job, even if it 
doesn’t produce much income?”

 

Team TaxMama answers:

 
Good for you! Follow that dream!  You bet that you can 

deduct the expenses from your acting career, if you’re seriously 
pursuing it. There are two different forms you may use, 
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depending on how you’re getting paid.
 
If you’re getting paid as an employee (where they give you a 

W-2) you’ll put all your expenses on Form 2106.  If you’re getting 
paid as a freelancer – without any withholding, you’ll report all 
your expenses on a Schedule C.

 
There’s an interesting special twist in the law just for actors 

who get paid wages – if your total income, including your 
secretarial income, is $16,000 or less for the year. When your 
income is that low, you’ll be able to take all the expenses from 
that Form 2106 and deduct them right off the top of your 
income. You’ll put all those expenses on line 24 of the Form 
1040, on page 1. You won’t even have to itemize.

 
If your income is more than $16,000 – which it probably is if 

you’re living in NY, then, you’ll just have to put the total Form 
2106 expenses onto the itemized deduction form. That means 
you’ll get little or no benefit from them in the first couple of 
years. You’ll have to do the computation to see what I mean.

 
In the meantime read the instructions in IRS Publication 463 

for the details on Performing Artists.   And get help from a good 
local tax professional who knows the rules for actors. Not only 
will you get tax help, but who knows what kinds of connections 
that person has?
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Chapter 4 - Employing Others
 

You work as a freelancer for of three reasons:

• Because you hate to be fenced in by a job.
• Because you lost your job and are freelancing until you 

can get another job. 
• Or because you have a skill and you’re in demand.
 
The better you get at your skill, the bigger the jobs get.  

Suddenly, you will find yourself having to sub-contract out the 
work. You use subs because you already have enough work, or 
you want some time off, or you have lots of really skilled friends 
who simply aren’t great at marketing themselves, or maybe you 
don’t have a certain skill in your toolbox. Either way, the client 
pays you and you pay the sub. What happens to the taxes?
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Likewise – what happens when you front the costs for tools, 
materials or supplies and the client reimburses you? How do you 
deal with that – is that income?

 
Questions and answers in this section include:
 
1. How to hire a contractor 
2. Independent Contractors or Employees?  How to manage 
3. When to Issue 1099-M 
4. US taxes with foreign subcontractors – where to start! 
5. Reimbursement is income! 
 
 

1/ How to hire a contractor

 
 We are sole proprietor landlords and fill out Schedule Es on 

all of our rentals. We had new roof put on one of our rentals this  
summer. I have an invoice/bill from the roofing contractor. He is  
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an LLC. It is my understanding that I need to issue him a 1099-
misc since the cost of the job was over $600 and his business is  
an LLC.

I am in the process of trying getting him to fill out a W9 for me.  
Yes I know I am doing this all a little late. Then I start looking at  
filling out the 1099-MISC form. It is asking for the payee's federal  
ID number. That would be my or my husband's SSN. I am not NOT 
comfortable putting our SSN on a 1099-MISC that I am handing 
over to some contractor. We currently run our rentals under our  
own names and run them through on our personal taxes. Is there 
a different option to putting our personal SSN’s on the 1099?

In addition, my husband has asked verbally for the contractors  
TIN several times. And the contractor has told him “Just put down 
my business name and that will be good enough” (which I don't  
think it will be). So what do I do if I can't get the TIN from the  
contractor or the filled out W9 even though I have an invoice on 
his letterhead stating what work would be preformed for how 
much money signed by the contractor? The contractor also wrote  
on the invoice the bill had been paid in full.

Team TaxMama answers:

 
When it comes to Schedule E and rental properties, you don't 

have to file 1099s 
for those workers. At least not this year. However, that law seems 
to change from year-to-year. So it is wise to have all contractors 
fill out a Form W-9 at the beginning of a project. Tell them when 
they are bidding for the work that this is a mandatory part of 
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your contract with them. If they refuse to provide that 
information during the bidding process, don't hire them. It saves 
time. 

Reputable contractors report all their income. Fly-by-night 
operations do not. 
They count on working with folks who are not savvy to try to hide 
a substantial part of their earnings from the IRS and state. Avoid 
them. If they aren't afraid of the IRS, do you really think they're 
going to honor their warranties to you, either?

 
 

2/ Independent Contractors or Employees?  How to 
manage

 

I have a smallish lawn service company I started 5 years ago,  
a sole proprietorship. But it's set up in a somewhat unusual way.  
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I do some of the work myself with the help of 1 regular employee  
who gets a standard pay stub each week. The rest of the work is  
farmed out to 6 or 7 other guys I've gotten to know in the 
business who have their own equipment/trucks/employees. I give 
them a list of jobs each week, they report back to me at the end 
of the week with what they've done. I then bill the customer;  
collect the money and the contractor gets 75% while I keep 25%. I  
send them a 1099 at tax time. 

 
They like this arrangement because it takes a lot of the hassle  

out of the job (i.e. they don’t have to deal with people) and I like  
it because I can focus on running the business instead of getting 
mired in the mud (literally). I always believed this was kosher but  
a friend has me believing I might be getting myself in hot water.  
The IRS "rules" for independent contractors are pretty vague, and 
now I'm just not sure. I know you can ask them for a  
determination. But if they decide these people are my employees,  
it would literally wreck my business, so I'm scared to ask.

Hopefully I've made the situation clear enough that you can 
answer. Thanks in advance for your help. 

 

Team TaxMama answers:

 
Well, you're friends are right.  But the rules aren't really 

vague.  But if you and your buddies like this arrangement, here 
are a few things you can do. 

Make sure that each of your contractors gets a business 
license. That tells the world - and the local government, they are 
in business for themselves. 
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Make sure you have a CONTRACT with each of them. After 

all, how can you be a contractor without a contract? 
 
Make sure that contract says a couple of things (to protect 

yourself; to protect them)
That your role is to MARKET them and get work for them. In 

exchange, you keep X% of the sales.
 
That they are free to pick up other work. They are free to 

turn down a job if they don’t want it.
 
That any clients you generate, they will pay you a commission 

for X years, if they cancel your service.

Essentially, this is what you're doing anyway, right? Crossing the 
t's and dotting the i's will save you all a bunch of headaches.

 
First Follow up question:
 
The difference between an Independent Contractor (IC) & an 

Employee?
 
Just to clarify, you believe the IRS would classify these people 

as employees? I do have individual contracts with each of them 
that says more or less what you've laid out. I believe they all have 
business licenses. Located in AL. 

I guess my question would be, what is different about what I'm 
doing and, say, a general contractor IC-ing a plumber regularly to  
plumb houses he is building? Or a magazine that subs out to a  
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freelance writer? These guys all own and service their own 
equipment, trucks and tools, buy their own gas and supplies, hire  
their own employees. I just don't see how they could consider  
that my employee. What is the distinguishing factor that says  
one is or is not an employee? Is this even something I should  
worry about?

Team TaxMama answers:

 
The big difference, Roger?

The general contractor is working with licensed CONTRACTORS.  
For instance, in the state of California, in the construction 
industry, if a contractor hires workers, they must all be on payroll 
unless they are licensed contractors. Period. There is no gray 
area.  In fact, someone I know hired day laborers to work on his 
own lawn. A neighbor called the state and he was fined, on the 
spot, for not putting them on payroll. (I never did understand 
that one.)

It's a complex issue. And I could devote about 8-10 hours 
explaining all the regulations, Tax Court cases etc. And it's one I 
enjoy playing around with. But, for now, just follow the above 
guidelines and ensure they have licenses. Don’t guess. Get copies 
for your file.

Also, get a new Form W-9 signed by them each year.  The fact that 
they have employees working for them helps to define that they 
are in business.
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You asked where to find the specific guidelines.   Well, read the 
instructions to IRS Form SS-8 and look at the form in detail. This 
is the questionnaire that the IRS uses to make a specific 
determination of whether someone is an employee or not.

And generally it comes to the IRS' attention one of two ways:
1. The worker gets fired and files for unemployment and the 

state goes after the 'employer'. (Happens all the time. 
And then, after you lose to the state, the IRS gets a copy 
of the employment audit.)

2. The worker is disgruntled for some reason (you're getting 
too high a cut, perhaps?) and they decide they don't want 
to pay the self-employment taxes. So they file the Form 
SS-8 with their tax return (and Form 8919). And you get 
audited. 

It's not pretty. And it's always a risk. 

And it's usually someone you've bent over backwards to help.  Or 
your best friend. Almost always. Really. So...you wanted to 
know... Sorry you asked?

Second Follow up question:

I'm looking over the SS-8 now, and as far as I can tell my 
associates are all legitimate ICs unless I'm misunderstanding 
something. 

I have little to no control over how or when they do the jobs  
other than the date requested by the customer. They all use their  
own equipment and supplies - I furnish them nothing. They don't  
submit any kind of timesheets, just a weekly list of work done so I  
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can bill it. They don't consult with me about who they hire and 
fire. They aren't required by me to personally perform the work.  
They can and do frequently refuse to do certain jobs. They don't  
drive around with my company name on their truck. In general  
they pick the jobs they want to do and refuse the ones that aren't  
in their desired area. 

 
They are not supervised in any way by me. We don't have 

company "meetings" or training sessions. They are paid strictly  
by contractually agreed percentage not salaried or hourly pay.  
Most customers never ask about their relationship to me but if  
they do I tell them they are contractors, not employees. 

I'm definitely not sorry I asked. I'm not interested in "getting 
away" with or concealing anything. I know a lot of businesses  
employ ICs as a way of skirting the law, but this was set up this  
way from the beginning because it seemed like a more natural fit  
than an employee/employer relationship. I want my business to  
be 100% on the up and up. I just always thought it was until the  
seed of doubt was planted recently. But looking over this I don't  
see any reason to think the IRS would view these people's status  
any differently than I do. Hopefully I'm not massively  
misunderstanding what I'm reading. 

P.S. - Also meant to add - I suppose anything's possible, but it  
would be strange for these guys to think they were being cheated 
since our relationship is clearly laid out in the contract they sign 
with me each year. They are all clear on what the arrangement is  
and what they are due.
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Team TaxMama answers:

Excellent.   You sound like you're on the right track. You worked 
out the details to market people with their own teams and tools.

Just make sure you get a new W-9 annually from each person. 
Issue the 1099-MISCs. And you'll be fine.

 

3/ When to Issue 1099-MISC 

As a private individual, do I have to issue 1099s to the  
plumber and electrician who worked on my house? Or the baby-
sitter or the kid who cuts the grass and shovels the snow? 
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Team TaxMama answers:

 
As an individual, you don’t need to issues 1099s to people 

who do work for you. But if you expect to get a tax credit (Form 
2441), you will be reporting the baby sitter’s name, address, 
phone number and SSN on your tax return. Be sure your baby 
sitter knows.

 

4/ US taxes with foreign subcontractors – where to 
start!

 

I'm doing some freelance jobs online (graphic design) in  
United States. Often I am asking another people to do some work  
for me from different countries. After the job is done I collect the 
payment here in USA and send portions of it to people who did  
the job - it is a major portion of total payment. I would like to 
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know how to organize and provide this kind of business/service  
legally and pay my taxes correctly, because I only keep 20% of  
money that I got paid from freelance services and 80% I am 
sending with services like Western Union to foreign county. So to  
me it doesn't seem right to pay taxes from the 100% of payments  
collected. Currently, I have an employer ID number and online  
retail re-seller license and permit. Please, help me to solve this  
issue.

 

Team TaxMama answers:

It's really important that you either learn bookkeeping, or hire a 
trained bookkeeper for your business. The question you ask is 
totally fundamental to the way all businesses work. (See this 
explanation.)

There's a really fun, free site where you can learn bookkeeping, 
called BeanCounter.  I urge you to take advantage of this 
resource.

In general, your business will pay taxes on your net profits - after 
you deduct all expenses. It's not enough to buy bookkeeping 
software like QuickBooks or FreshBooks     if you don't really 
understand how to set it up. 

So get someone to set you up correctly - and then they can show 
you how to handle the reporting.

Even though you're paying folks overseas, you need to have each 
one them fill out an IRS form - Form W-8-BEN in order to avoid 
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having to withhold part of their payment. A good tax pro can tell 
you about other things you need to do. 

But back to your question about estimated taxes - which is a 
refreshing and excellent question at this stage of your business. 
Once you've determined your profit for the month, set aside 
15.3% of to pay your self-employment taxes. 

Then, look to see what other income/expenses you and your 
spouse have to determine how much to set aside for income 
taxes. If your spouse is working full-time, even if you have a 
home mortgage, I figure that all of your net profits will face 
income taxes.

So set aside at least 25% of those profits to cover IRS taxes. + 
whatever your state rate is. In other words, for the IRS - about 
32% + the state rate.

How do estimated taxes work and when do you pay? Read 
this, the rules are pretty much the same as they ever were.
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5/ Reimbursement is income!

 
Gary has already filed his LLC’s tax return, reporting all his  

income properly. Suddenly, nearly three weeks past the 1099 
deadline, he gets a 1099 showing income he received, plus  
reimbursements for materials and supplies – that were not  
income to him. That’s sloppy 1099ing. The client’s accountant  
won’t correct the 1099-MISC. What should he do?”

 

Team TaxMama answers:

 
Dear Gary and other freelancers,
 
This is an important concept – and one that has caused a lot 

of trouble for people in business for themselves, who provide 
services and get reimbursed for supplies, material, travel and 
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other things. This turns into a 1099 battle every year. And often 
results in audits where IRS makes unpleasant assessments on 
one side or the other.

 
Let me make this perfectly clear. Anything your client or 

customer pays you is INCOME to you. Period.
 
Stop fighting with your customers about this. It only shows 

just how unprofessional you are – and that you don’t know a 
thing about running a business or keeping a legal set of books.

 
Account for it on your books. If they are reimbursing you for 

your expenses, or the supplies you bought, or the materials you 
used in the course of making something, building something or 
fixing something, it’s still income to you. Those reimbursements 
become part of your total Gross Income.

 
But wait. Never fear! 
 
You won’t have to pay tax on that income. You will deduct the 

cost of those things for which you are being reimbursed. Be sure 
to keep a copy of the invoices you submitted for those 
reimbursements. You will take deductions for the expenses on 
your own tax return.

 
So, yes, the 1099-MISC IS supposed to include the total 

amount paid to you by your client or customer. In fact, if you read 
the instructions for the 1099-MISC, you will see that it specifically 
says so. On the very first page, under “Specific Instructions”, it 
says
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· At least $600 in rents, services (including parts and 
materials.) 

So please, stop yelling at the poor accountant who issued the 
1099 to you – and start recording all your income on your books. 
OK?

 
And remember, you can find answers to all kinds of questions 

about small businesses and other tax issues, free. Where? Where 
else? At www.TaxMama.com.
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Chapter 5 - International and Multi State 
Contracting

 

This section is really important to our current peripatetic 
workforce – in this global economy have a laptop and wireless 
connection means that you can work for anyone, anywhere at 
anytime. But remember – not only will the IRS demand its fair 
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share – a variety of local state governments will too.
 
What are the rules governing income earned across state and 

international boundaries and what exactly is Foreign Earned 
Income?

 
Questions and answers in this section are:
 
1. Working in 2 States, Independent Contractor
2. Self Employment Freelance Income Canada / US
3. Working but Homeless in another State
4. 1099-MISC - part of Foreign Earned Income exclusion?
5. Living in Thailand Return to US for 60 days
 
 

1/ Working in 2 States, Independent Contractor

 

Hi! I have a question about working in 2 different states last  
year. I freelance as an Independent Contractor, and filled out a  
Schedule C for my Federal taxes (self-employed). Last year I lived 
in California from Jan 1st - March 22nd, moved back to Illinois  
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from March 22nd-June 1st, and then traveled, and then was back 
in California from mid-July through the end of December. On 
February 9th, 2012, I worked 1 day doing freelance work in  
California (while being a California resident). Then I was in  
California between June 1st and June 11th, and I worked one day,  
June 6th, 2012. I returned to Illinois for 3 days. Then I traveled 
out of the country until mid-July - I stayed in Illinois for a few days  
with friends after that, and then went back to California. My 
question is- I only freelanced in California last year, not Illinois at  
all. I was a California resident while I freelanced last winter. I  
freelanced again 1 day in June, but I'm not sure if I was an Illinois  
resident at that point because I only returned to Illinois for a few 
days before leaving, and then a few days in July. If I didn't work  
as a freelancer in Illinois at all in 2012, do I still need to pay taxes  
on being self-employed, and file a Schedule C, with Illinois? Sorry  
this question is so complicated with dates, etc. Thanks so much! 

 

Team TaxMama answers:

Okay - Income tax is only paid on income - from your posting, you 
had no income sourced to Illinois, even though you were in 
Illinois about 73 days (Mar 22 - June 1 & 3 days in June). 

Since your only income was California, and your tax home is 
California - you lived in CA 250 + traveling for 30 days = 280 days.

From FTB: A California resident is any individual who meets any 
of the following:
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• Present in California for other than a temporary or 
transitory purpose.

• Domiciled in California, but located outside California for 
a temporary or transitory purpose. 

If your AGI was over $15,500 Single & no dependents, you would 
need to file a CA return. 

 
 

2/ Self Employment Freelance Income Canada / US

 
 
Alright, here is my situation. I am a freelance contractor for  

an entertainment company that is based out of Canada. This is  
my first time dabbling in self-employment, so I am incredibly  
confused on taxes. I wasn't even aware that I needed to pay 
quarterly taxes. I thought I could just file a return at the end of  
the year. I don't know if there are any differences with the fact  
that I work for a company that is out of the US? I get paid via  
PayPal monthly. I have only been working since February. Please,  
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any help or information would be amazing.
 

Team TaxMama answers:

 
You actually have a couple of issues; 1) you will be required to 

pay federal estimated taxes and 2) depending on your state of 
residence, you may have to pay state estimated tax payments 
and 3) You could also have a Canadian tax issue, as well as a 
Provincial tax issue. Canada and the Province in which the payer 
is doing business (where you are working), might be looking for 
their piece of the tax pie, there are some exceptions, but you 
should check into it. You don't want to be surprised if the 
Canadian Revenue Agency catches up with you. Let me know if 
this helps.

 

Team TaxMama continues to answer:

 
Dear LMC, 

WeCook is correct about the types of issues you're facing.

But you're not alone. The entertainment industry started 
migrating to Canada quite a while ago.  Surely, among your 
colleagues there are folks who are already working with a 
Canadian tax pro (generally a Chartered Accountant - like a CPA). 
Get referrals so you can arrange to address the Canadian and 
Provincial tax issues. It's also quite possible that there are special 
arrangements with the studio/producer for certain exemptions, 
in order to lure the production to Canada. Find out.
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As to your IRS and state obligations, you'll be able to use any 
Canadian taxes you pay, to offset your US taxes. Or if you're out 
of the country for more than 330 days out of 365, you might be 
able to avoid IRS income taxes altogether. However, even if you 
qualify for the Foreign Earned Income Exclusion, if you're a 
freelancer rather than being on payroll, you will have to pay 
15.3% of your profits over to the Social Security Administration 
as self-employment taxes. That's not a concern if you're on 
payroll. 

Incidentally, since states don't have tax treaties with other 
countries, your state probably does not allow you to exclude your 
income.  So it really helps to work with a tax pro (Enrolled Agent 
or CPA) in your home state especially one who is familiar with the 
entertainment industry.

You can find a good tax professionals by searching their 
organizations’ websites: 

 
• Enrolled Agents (www.naea.org) 
• CPAs (http://cpadirectory.com/ )
• Tax Attorneys 

(http://www.americanbar.org/groups/taxation.html ) 
 
Now, as to deductions, if this is a temporary project (and 

most are - since even TV shows are seasonal and can be 
cancelled), you can deduct your travel costs.

Keep track of all your costs - hotels and meals to prove you paid 
them.  Then, you'll have the option of using actual costs or 
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special per diem rates. Be sure to keep records on any 
reimbursements you receive. You'll need to reduce your 
expenses by per diems the studio pays you.

Anyway, this all will require about a two-hour consultation with 
an American tax pro and about another hour or so with the 
Canadian Chartered Accountant. It’s time to do some planning.

 

3/ Working but Homeless in another State

 

Q1: Where do I claim residence for tax purposes?

I have been working for 2 weeks in Ohio, two months ago I  
changed my driver's license to OH using a temporary mailing 
address (a UPS Box in OH which has expired) to qualify for an 
Ohio CDL here but I consider myself a resident of CA technically  
(my car and plates are registered there at a relative’s address). I  
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don't want to pay taxes twice in two different States (OH and 
CA). Where do I claim residence for tax purposes? I don't want to 
explain to my employer that I am working homeless (and living in  
my car). I had planed to return to CA but now that is unlikely and 
I am just waiting for my first paycheck so I can afford to rent a  
place.

Q2: Am I eligible for a drive to the client deduction? Related to  
question above about my residence -  If I claim permanent  
residence in CA (and I have a home office for  
my freelance business) but I work and temporarily live in Ohio to  
provide services my W2 employer or 1099 client are mileage and 
expenses deductible?

Q3: How many allowances should I take as a homeless person?
On my hourly W2 I make about $750 a week gross and need 
every dime to get on my feet. I owe debt $2,000, need car  
maintenance $1,200, and have move-in costs $1,000. I am taking  
1 allowance but I am concerned I won't have enough money to 
cover my expenses through my next paycheck. I am thinking of  
taking 3 allowances to get a bigger take home initially and taper 
it back after a few months. I have been actively looking for work  
or attending training classes for most of 2012, and performing 
software maintenance via 1099 income to cover some of my 
basic needs for most of the year.

(Note: I have not taken unemployment in 5 years (the last time I  
had W2 income – I have been self-employed for 4 years), and I  
have never taken food stamps).
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Team TaxMama answers:

Sigh, I appreciate your struggles and have respect for your 
desire to do everything you can to stand on your own feet.  Let's 
see if I can give you some sort of guidance...it may or may not 
help - or be the answer you desire.

Let's start with Q3. Withholding.

If you don't want to have a balance due on your IRS return for 
2012, you need to claim 0 allowances. Otherwise, regardless of 
what games you play with your withholding, you'll come up short 
for the IRS.  And I can assure you, if you drop your withholding 
now (to S-3), you will not remember to raise it in time to catch 
up.

Moving to Q1. Double taxed.

You don't say how long you're going to stay in Ohio. But the good 
thing (?) is, California likes to keep their residents. Typically, 
though, if you live and work in another state for a year or two, 
you lose your residency in CA. However, you will have to file a tax 
return in both states, regardless. 

In Ohio, you can file a non-resident return. And DO get help for 
this. Ohio's taxes are odd beyond compare. I know a couple of 
people there who could help you.  In theory, if you pay taxes to 
Ohio, you will get a tax credit in California, so you don't pay taxes 
on the same income twice. (California Schedule S)

Now...on to Q2. Mileage.
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I don't know. It sounds as if you have a JOB, working for an 
employer, going to the same place, day after day. That's called 
commuting. Commuting isn't deductible.  Temporary living 
expenses are only deductible if they ARE temporary. If your 
contract with your employer doesn't specifically say it's short-
term, then it's not a temporary job.

And the last issue about that - for you to deduct the temporary 
living expenses, you need to have a tax home - someplace else 
where you pay housing expenses in some regular fashion. The 
purpose of the deduction is to help you when you have to pay 
duplicate expenses.  I know these aren't the answers you want.

But feel free to ask more questions. Perhaps we'll hit on a 
solution for you. 

 
 

4/ 1099-MISC - part of Foreign Earned Income 
exclusion?
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I am a US citizen living abroad so I have a Foreign Earned 
Income exclusion up to $91,500. However, I did some consultancy  
work for a US agency and received a 1099-MISC for the $8,000 
earned. 

 
Doing my taxes I thought that the amount shown on my 

1099-misc Box 7 ($8,000) would be somehow added to my 
Foreign Earned Income ($30,700 + $8,000) so no tax at all tax  
would have to be paid. However since my 1099-MISC income 
goes to Schedule C and as Self Employment Income and that  
shows in line 12 of my 1040 as a $8,000 profit, a tax is applied!  
Am I doing something wrong? 

 
If I have a Foreign Earned Income exclusion up to $91,500,  

how come any 1099-MISC income is not also excluded? Can the 
1099-MISC income be exempt since my earned income added to  
the consultancy work adds up to $38,700 and that´s well below 
the Foreign Earned Income exclusion? Thanks

 

Team TaxMama answers:

This is a common shock for people who don't do tax planning 
before accepting overseas projects. Yes, your overall income - W-
2 and 1099 is excluded, if the income is less than the annual 
Foreign Earned Income Exclusion.

SHOCK - when you have self- employment income, like your 
1099-MISC, all the profits are subject to self-employment taxes - 
15.3%. Since you didn't pay any Social Security/Medicare taxes 
on the excluded income, you can't take that into account to 
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reduce your SE income. You need to plan for those extra taxes 
before you price out a freelance project.

 

5/ Living in Thailand Return to US for 60 days

 

 “I live in Thailand and do some freelance work. I can’t put 
that income on Form 2555 for the Foreign Earned Income 
Exclusion because I had to return to the US for 60 + days for an 
operation. How do I report this income?”

 

Team TaxMama answers:

I hope you’re feeling much better! And perhaps this will help. 
There are two ways to get the Foreign Earned Income Exclusion.

 
1. Is to live/work outside the US for 330 days out of 365.
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2. Is to be a bona fide resident of the foreign country.
 
So, if your regular place of residence is in Thailand, you can 

use that option. Then, it doesn’t matter if you were back here for 
health reasons.

 
But remember, even though the income will be excluded for 

income tax purposes, you must still pay self-employment taxes 
on it, unless you were on a payroll with that company.  

 
Suppose the bona fide resident option doesn’t work for you? 

You can also use foreign tax credits to offset your US taxes. If you 
paid taxes on that income in Thailand, you can use Form 1116 the 
Foreign Tax Credit form to reduce your US taxes.

 
 Aaah, but if you didn’t pay taxes in Thailand, either? Then 

you get no break. You have to pay taxes somewhere!
 
And remember, you can find answers to all kinds of questions 

about working overseas and other tax issues, free. Where? 
Where else? At www.TaxMama.com.

 

Another member of Team TaxMama answers:

 
Great answer. 
 
Yes, as self employed you will have to pay Social Security Self 

Employment Tax on the excluded income. 
 
Problem 1: if Thailand does not have have a Social Security 
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Tax Treaty with the USA you will have to pay in both countries.
 
Problem 2 : If you pay income tax on your investments in 

Thailand you will have to declare this to the IRS and pay the 
difference if the tax in the USA are higher. Investment income is 
not covered by the foreign earned income exclusion. 

 
Problem 3: If in Thailand you have a pension or an 

investment, that according to Thailand laws isn’t subject to pay, 
you will have to pay taxes in the US. 

 
Problem 4: You must file the FBAR form with the USA 

Treasury each year, if you have more than a total of US $10.000 
in all Thai and/or other non-US banks. 

 
And finally, the USA, besides Eritreia, is the only Country that 

taxes its citizens regardless of where they live. No other countries 
do this. They respect that people should pay taxes from earned 
income only to the country where they reside.

 

First Follow up question:

 
OK, I have a slightly different issue. This last year I was asked 

to do some consulting work for the EU. I have a full time job in  
the US but am allowed to consult on my own time. My regular  
job salary puts me slightly above the max for the SS tax. What  
should I expect to have to pay the IRS as a percent of my 
consulting? It was only $5,000. I take it that this will be added to  
my regular salary to determine my taxable income. What can I  
deduct from it to lower my taxable income? I do NOT take a  
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home office tax deduction; never have; probably never will. Too 
much trouble IMO. Thanks in advance.

 

Another member of Team TaxMama answers:

 
First for Jim:

If you spent an entire tax year in T’land (Jan. 1 – Dec. 31) in 2010, 
then you are a ‘bona-fide resident’ for 2011 and may take the 
Exclusion; Thailand is your country of residence; your absence 
was temporary; and you continue to live in Thailand.

I have plenty of clients who reside permanently abroad but 
return to the US for several months on business.

For Rosemary:

Your consulting income is schedule C income and cannot be 
lumped with wages and you will have to pay SE tax too of course. 
As far as deductions go you certainly must have had 
telecommunications expenses, printing supplies, professional 
organization fees and dues, etc.

 
Since you have already maxed out on FICA taxes, your 

additional SE taxes will only be the Medicare portion. That’s the 
small part of it. This will only cost you 2.9% X ($5,000 minus 
business expenses).

 
Your payroll withholding may already be enough to cover 

this.
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Ask Your Own Question

Join the tens of thousands of people who have already 
received professional tax advice from Team TaxMama® - for Free!

Become a Free member at: http://TaxMama.com
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It's rough out there for a web designer - Andrew Mager

http://www.flickr.com/photos/mager/2774342841/ 
Web designers confession booth - George Kelly

http://www.flickr.com/photos/allaboutgeorge/2324397615/ 
TedXMidAtlantic 2011 - Erica Frenkel - The Q

http://www.flickr.com/photos/theqspeaks/6334033120/ 
LeMans 24 Hr 2010: TVR Driver - Russell Trow

http://www.flickr.com/photos/gluemoon/4723365581/ 
caffeinating, calculating, computerating - Ryan Ritchie

http://www.flickr.com/photos/ryantron/4453018910/ 
Lectura para unas vidas - Eneas De Troya

http://www.flickr.com/photos/eneas/7075327405/ 
Hundies - Jason Dirks

http://www.flickr.com/photos/jasondirks/4016258228/ 
Berry Hard Work - JD Hancock

http://www.flickr.com/photos/jdhancock/8671399450/ 
Burnside Church, Wairarapa, New Zealand - Phillip Capper

http://www.flickr.com/photos/flissphil/71994133/ 
My first ever royalties check - Tama Leaver

http://www.flickr.com/photos/tamaleaver/6924016900/ 
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Seattle Market Activity During November - Joe Sulliban

http://www.flickr.com/photos/floatingeyeball/8266721203/ 
Bryant Park, Late April 2009 - 21 - Ed Yourdon

http://www.flickr.com/photos/yourdon/3475417696/ 
Education Tax Deductions - Chris Potter

http://www.flickr.com/photos/86530412@N02/8225639632/ 
Sport them Sunnies - digitalpimp

http://www.flickr.com/photos/nathanhayag/4666762654/ 
Celebrate - Kevin Marsh

http://www.flickr.com/photos/kevinmarsh/5920579993/ 
Dawa deep in pixel thought - Juhan Sonin

http://www.flickr.com/photos/juhansonin/5098445382/ 
US / UN - Kevin Harber

http://www.flickr.com/photos/kevharb/3008514737/in/photostre
am/ 

Home Office - Johan Larsson

http://www.flickr.com/photos/johanl/4960982952/ 
Nancy & Zak's desk - Zak Greant

http://www.flickr.com/photos/zak/116031205/ 
StanHywet_IHateHamlet_02 - Phil Kalina

http://www.flickr.com/photos/40748539@N00/2744131615  /   
Hiring - Nathan Stephens

http://www.flickr.com/photos/groundswellzoo/8272206292/ 
090624-003 - OlympicNF

http://www.flickr.com/photos/olympicnf/3773427720/ 
Gardener - Andra Mlhali

http://www.flickr.com/photos/andram/4285187387/ 
Between the storms - Sharon Mollerus

http://www.flickr.com/photos/clairity/406308659/ 
Donnie's Free Money Day, Washington D.C., USA - freemoneyday

http://www.flickr.com/photos/freemoneyday/8079472233/ 
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Tax Return 1040 - 401(k)2012

http://www.flickr.com/photos/68751915@N05/6757856139/ 
In preparation for NATOpocalypse - Quinn Dombrowski

http://www.flickr.com/photos/quinnanya/7210373352/ 
California & Illinois Grunge Flag  - Nicolas Raymond 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/80497449@N04/7392319712/ 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/80497449@N04/7392470554/ 
Canada Post - Carolyn Coles

http://www.flickr.com/photos/carolyncoles/136561442/ 
045.365 - February 14, 2010 (332 (Y2)) - Morgan

http://www.flickr.com/photos/meddygarnet/4356978764/ 
Exchange Money Conversion to Foregin Currency - epSos.de

http://www.flickr.com/photos/epsos/8474532085/ 
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About Eva Rosenberg, EA

Eva Rosenberg, EA MBA

Known throughout the 
Internet as TaxMama®, Eva has 
decades of experience in the 
business and tax arena. She 
has been teaching tax 
professionals and taxpayers 
how to navigate the 
treacherous waters of the U.S. 
Tax system for over 20 years. 
What people love about 
TaxMama's® approach is that 
she explains complex tax 
issues in plain English – and 
usually provides links to 
relevant specific forms, tools 
and resources. 

The thing they hate is - TaxMama® sends them to consult tax 
professionals, rather than trying to tackle complex tax reporting 
by themselves. Sometimes, it really is worth paying someone 
who has spent years becoming an expert in certain tax issues – 
than to try to muddle through it yourself. After all, would you 
take out your own appendix? Doing your own reporting of 
purchases or sales of businesses, foreclosures, setting up 
depreciation on new assets, estate tax reporting, business tax 
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audits, etc. is a brilliant as operating on yourself. 

TaxMama® has worked with the IRS on small business audits, 
also helping other tax professionals who are reluctant to 
represent their own clients. TaxMama® has worked with the IRS 
to improve various forms, processes and procedures to help 
simplify tax reporting – and customer service. In fact, she even 
received an award from IRS Stakeholder Relations for her 
assistance.

As an enrolled agent, TaxMama® has been instrumental in 
educating the public about EAs, and their value when it comes to 
tax reporting and tax problem resolution.

For more information, visit www.TaxMama.com
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